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Abstract

Background: The rapid increase in the popularity of internet use and video games is associated with multiple consequences and comorbidities; therefore, investigating this issue is important, especially now that the number of people playing video games has reached approximately 2.2 billion people worldwide.

Method: This paper reviews the existing literature on Google Scholar and PubMed to examine the association between internet gaming disorder (IGD) and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) between 2013 and 2020.

Result: The reviewed studies reveal a statistically significant association between ADHD and IGD. The reviewed studies demonstrate that ADHD is a predictive factor for the development and persistence of IGD and affects the severity of IGD symptoms.

Conclusion: Especially among those with ADHD, IGD causes life distress and social life impairment. This review indicates a statistically significant association between ADHD and IGD; however, longitudinal studies are needed to assist the direction of this association and make relevant and appropriate recommendations to prevent its consequences and comorbidities.

Gaming attracts many people worldwide. The number of people playing video games has reached approximately 2.2 billion people worldwide [1]. Based on the motivational approach we can classify gamers into four main categories: The achievers those who are playing to achieve goals such as high scores or new power, The explorers who play to explore new things such as new story, The socializer who play to make a social relationship with other such as by chat, and killers who play to follow gamer and annoy them [2].

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) reported that the age group most vulnerable to internet gaming disorder (IGD) is adolescents, especially those between 12 and 20 years old. A recent study found that video game play can persist in those in the age group between 18 and 29 years old [3].

Research related to the etiology of the development of IGD is still in its infancy; however, existing research has suggested several factors are associated with its development. Some factors are related to gaming itself, such as the gaming motive and structural game characteristics. Other factors are related to the gamer, such as psychological characteristics [4]. Some studies have indicated an association between IGD and certain mental health impairments occurring in adolescence, such as depression, anxiety, and hyperactivity [4]. However, it is still unclear whether these are the causes or consequences of IGD [4].

One of the comorbidities associated with IGD is attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)/attention deficit disorder (ADD). In 2018, a comprehensive review that analyzed eight studies reported a significant correlation between IGD and ADHD and hyperactivity symptoms [5]. Another study on 3,000 children in elementary and secondary schools in Singapore measured IGD-like symptoms over two years. Although the study concluded that the risk factors for developing IGD are unclear, it indicated that those with high symptoms of IGD exhibit a higher likelihood of poor relationships with their parents overtime, decreased academic performance, aggression tendencies, and depression [6].
contrast, some studies have reported that video gaming may have a beneficial influence on cognitive training for ADHD [7].

Internet gaming disorder and gaming disorder

The American Psychiatric Association (APA) published the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) in 2013. Mental health professionals and researchers use this manual to diagnose mental disorders [8]. Moreover, DSM-5 includes substance-related addictive disorders, such as alcohol, stimulants, and other addictions. However, gaming disorder is the only mentioned behavioral disorder [8].

Additionally, DSM-5 notes that gaming must "cause significant impairment or distress in several aspects of a person's life," which is addressed in Section III in the fifth edition [8,9]. Moreover, DSM-5 proposed criteria to diagnose IGD. A person must experience five or more of the symptoms mentioned below within one year to be diagnosed with the disorder [8,9]. The diagnosis is considered whether the person is using an electronic device or internet gaming [8,9]. The symptoms include preoccupation with gaming, withdrawal symptoms when gaming is impossible, tolerance – the need to spend more time gaming to satisfy the urge, inability to reduce playing, giving up other activities and loss of interest in previously enjoyed activities, continuing to play games despite problems, deceiving family members or others regarding the amount of time spent on gaming, the use of gaming to relieve negative moods, and risk – having jeopardized or lost a job or relationship due to gaming.

In 2018, the World Health Organization (WHO) published the 11th revision of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11) and classified gaming disorder as a disorder due to its ability to be an addictive behavior [10]. Therefore, gaming disorder is recognized by the WHO as a disorder. Hence, like any other disorder, it must be evaluated by public health authorities to initiate strategies and special programs to treat those affected and reduce its influence.

- Gaming disorder is considered a disorder because it is "a pattern of persistent or recurrent gaming behavior (‘digital gaming’ or ‘video-gaming’), which may be online (i.e., over the Internet) or offline." The following criteria must be present for a diagnosis: Impairment of self-control over gaming, such as intensity, duration, frequency, and onset.
- Giving gaming priority over other daily activities and
- Continuing or increasing gaming even with the negative effects on daily life.

In addition to these criteria, significant impairment in various life aspects, such as personal, family, social, educational, occupational, or other factors, should be present. Nevertheless, for a diagnosis to be made, the symptoms should persist for 12 months. However, if the symptoms are severe, a diagnosis can still be made if the symptoms persist for a shorter period [11].

There is complexity in describing IGD. For example, the APA refers to it as "Internet gaming disorder" and "Internet use disorder, Internet addiction, or gaming addiction" [10]. This review focuses on IGD rather than the other terms because of the presence of a standardized and validated assessment instrument [11]. Based on the diagnostic criteria the APA published in 2013, three questionnaires can assess IGD: the Internet Gaming Disorder Test-10 (IGDT-10), Internet Gaming Disorder Scale (IGDS) and Gaming Addiction Identification (GAIT); [5].

Prevalence of internet gaming disorder

Based on a systematic review published in 2018, the prevalence rate of IGD varies based on the study and country, which could be related to the measurement tool or study population. The prevalence ranged between 0.6% in Norway and 50% in Korea [9]. Korea reported the highest prevalence rate in Eastern Asian countries, especially in male adolescents 12 to 20 years old. The median prevalence rate calculated in this study is 5.5% [9,10]. Interestingly, a recent systematic review published in 2020 stated that no studies report the prevalence of gaming disorder; however, 35 different methods were used to measure the prevalence of IGD [11]. The most common methods were the general application of DSM-5 criteria, a health professional's application of DSM-5 criteria, and the IGDS Short Form-9 [11].

The prevalence of IGD according to the 61 studies included in the systematic review was 0.21% to 57.50% in the general population, and it ranged from 3.20% to 91.00% in the clinical population based on 10 studies. Six studies reported that the prevalence of IGD ranges from 50.42% to 79.25% for severe cases [11]. Regarding gender, a large study in the United States (US) found that male children are diagnosed with IGD up to five times more often than females [9]. The development of IGD may be related to many factors, such as mental health problems, social problems, or poor time management [9].

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder

IGD is often associated with ADHD [12]. According to a study that explored the association between IGD or pathological video game use and comorbid psychopathology, an 85% significant correlation exists between IGD and the symptoms of ADHD [5]. In addition, ADHD is a neurodevelopmental disorder [13], affecting 11% of school-age children. It is usually diagnosed in childhood, during school years [7], influencing behavior, education, and social life. It is characterized by a change in the levels of attention, impulsivity (rapid response without thinking) and hyperactivity [14]. The general population may be affected by ADHD by as much as 2.5% to 5% [13,15]. Based on the DSM-5, many symptoms should be present before age 12 [14]. A child must have at least six symptoms of the disorder.
to be diagnosed as ADHD child compared with those 17 years or older who must have no fewer than five symptoms. These symptoms should persist not less than six months in two different sitting such as home and school [16].

According to the DSM-5 list, three presentations of ADHD exist: predominantly inattentive in this type of patient should have an inattentive criterion for the past 6 months, but not hyperactive/impulse criterion. The opposite will be considered as Hyperactive-impulsive within the same period [16]. The third type is the combined type in which both inattentive and hyperactive/impulsive criteria present for the past 6 months [16]. Each presentation has specific symptoms [14]. In addition, ADHD varies in severity from mild to severe [14]

Inattentive type the diagnostic Criteria are displayed poor listening skills, loss and/or misplacing of items needed to complete activities or tasks, being sidetracked by external or unimportant stimuli, forgetting daily activities, diminished attention span, lack of ability to complete schoolwork and other assignments or to follow instructions, avoids or is disinclined to begin homework or activities requiring concentration, fails to focus on details and/or makes thoughtless mistakes in schoolwork or assignments [16]. Hyperactive type includes these symptoms squirms when seated or fidgets with feet/hands, marked restlessness that is difficult to control, appears to be driven by “a motor” or is often “on the go”, lack of ability to play and engage in leisure activities in a quiet manner, incapable of staying seated in class, overly talkative. Moreover Impulsive symptoms are difficulty waiting turns. Interrupts or intrudes into conversations and activities of others, impulsively blurs out answers before questions are completed [16].

Children who have ADHD may be exposed to different kinds of problems, such as failure or delay in educational life, substance abuse, risky sexual behavior, and poor family and peer relationships [7,14]. About 50% to 80% of cases with ADHD complain of this disorder even in adolescence; however, hyperactivity may decrease with age [14]. In adulthood, they may complain of depression [14].

Multiple studies have investigated the cause of ADHD. Some scientists have detected a strong genetic association with ADHD, running in families [14]. It is an inherited disorder resulting from the interaction of multiple genes [14]. In addition, other environmental factors increase the likelihood of ADHD, such as exposure to lead or pesticides in early childhood, premature birth or low birth weight, and brain injury [14]. Other factors may worsen the course of ADHD, such as watching too much television, eating sugar, and having family problems [14].

What exposes an attention deficit hyperactivity disorder patient to internet gaming disorder?

Some studies have reported that biopsychosocial mechanisms could explain what makes a patient with ADHD vulnerable to internet addiction in general [17]. The counteractive effect of internet characteristics on ADHD symptoms, such as the quick response and immediate reward characterized by the internet, appear to counter two main symptoms of ADHD: “being easily bored” and “having an aversion for delayed reward” [17,18]. In addition, patients with ADHD have impaired inhibition, rendering them unable to control their internet behavioral addiction [17,18]. Moreover, the anonymity of internet gaming can replace the interpersonal relationship problem between patients with ADHD and the real world [17].

Hyperfocus “is a phenomenon that reflects one’s complete absorption in a task, to a point where a person appears to completely ignore or ‘tune out everything else’” [19]. It is most often mentioned in the context of ADHD, autism, and schizophrenia but it is not mentioned as a clinical criterion of ADHD only observed in clinical work. Usually, patients with ADHD experience this phenomenon more than healthy people, especially in an interesting and unusual tasks for them such as video games [19]. However, the presence of this trait in children with ADHD confuses their parents such as when their kids play video games and ignore everything around them even with the presence of highly distractive symptoms in ADHD patients [19]. Although adults with ADD can experience this phenomenon. Some authors consider video games as a suitable environment to induce a hyperfocus state [19].

Gaming behavior must be monitored because of its influence on the gamer, which is not limited to converting to a gaming disorder. Such behavior also affects diet, daily activity, visual equity, musculoskeletal conditions, hearing, social function, sleep disturbance, depression, and aggressive behavior [20]. A study has reported that playing video games is associated with increased attention problems, especially in childhood [21]. Moreover, IGD has multiple consequences affecting various life aspects, such as academic and professional performance, which may appear in the form of low grades or even failure and sometimes financial problems, which could affect confidence and self-esteem [9]. Moreover, pathological gaming can also affect psychological aspects, causing gamers to develop sadness or suicidal ideation [9]. The physical health aspect may also be affected by an increased body mass index, hand-arm vibration syndrome, neck and elbow pain, and other problems related to the body position and reduced physical activity [9].

Aim

All mentioned consequences make IGD an important public health issue. This paper reviews the existing studies that have explored the association between IGD and ADHD to make recommendations whether screening programs and strategic planning are needed to decrease and prevent the negative effects of IGD on gamers and protect their psychosocial lives.
Methodology

Internet gaming disorder is a new concept

A comprehensive search for relevant studies published between January 1, 2013, and April 1, 2021, was conducted to achieve the aim of this review. The study is limited to this period because IGD is a new concept recently recognized as a disorder by the WHO in 2018 [10]. The search was conducted through Google Scholar and PubMed databases and was restricted to the type of study search based on the English language.

The search passed through three stages. The first stage was a primary screening based on an electronic search of the above databases. The following terms were used: (attention deficit hyperactive disorder OR ADHD) AND (internet gaming disorder OR electronic device OR gaming disorder*) AND (incidence OR prevalence OR association*). The second stage involved reviewing the article title, abstract, and assessment of the full-text manuscripts also the quality of evidence was assessed based on (GRADE) framework criteria. Finally, the results were summarized based on the studies that met the eligibility criteria. The included studies varied between cohorts, case controls, and systematic reviews, but most were cross-sectional studies without restriction to age group.
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Results

Eleven studies met the illegibility criteria. A summary of these studies is presented in Table 1.

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder: a predictive factor for internet gaming disorder

A few studies have reported that ADHD is a predictive factor for developing IGD, as indicated in nine of the reviewed articles. A study conducted in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) reported that both types of ADHD (impulsivity and inattention) have a statistically significant association with IGD as a predictor factor. Studies have found that the presence of IGD is explained or predicted by impulsivity more than inattention (\(R^2 = .159\) and \(R^2 = .128\)) respectively; [1].

In contrast, after a regression analysis, another study reported that the association between a gaming disorder and inattention and hyperactivity has significant results only with inattention [15]. Another study reported the adjusted relative risk of those with ADHD to develop IGD (RR: 2.53, 95% CI (1.36, 4.69)) and ADHD was the highest risk factor for developing IGD compared with depression, playing for more than 240 minutes per weekday and playing multiplayer online games [15]. However, a higher level of hyperactivity or inattention increases the risk of developing IGD within one year [4]. Another study suggested that adults who have ADHD are more likely to develop IGD compared with those without ADHD (OR = 13.51, 95% CI (4.49, 0.64); \(p < .001\); [27].

According to a study published in 2016, those with IGD were 1.27 times more likely to complain of hyperactivity or inattention than those without IGD [29]. Another study stated that ADHD and depression symptoms in adolescents increase the probability of problematic gaming by 2.4 times [28]. One of the studies was conducted on 4- to 12-year-olds and reported that the highest addiction score in this age group was in the ADHD group compared with the clinical control and community groups [22].

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder is a consequence of internet gaming disorder

A study was conducted on 5,067 Swiss men to examine the association between IGD and ADHD by following the sample at different ages: 20, 21, and 25 years old, and each age group is called a wave [15]. The results were reported in two forms: cross-sectional association and longitudinal association. Based on the longitudinal association, the statistically significant results revealed the gaming disorder at Wave 1 (age 20) increased the likelihood to develop ADHD at Wave 3 [age 25] with an odds ratio [OR] of 1.47, and vice versa with an OR of 1.72 [15]. In addition, a study published in 2016 discussed the association between IGD and ADHD in adults between 20 and 35 years old in 87 individuals with IGD and 87 individuals without IGD [27]. The study reported an association between impulsivity and hostility in the IGD group and that the group with IGD had a higher score of impulsivity and hostility than the control group [27].

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and the persistence of internet gaming disorder

Only one study reported that the persistence of IGD is associated with ADHD. The study revealed an adjusted relative risk equal to (aRRs: 2.14, 95% CI (1.01, 4.55)). Hence, the participants with ADHD had 2.14 times the risk of persistent high-risk IGD compared with those without ADHD [15].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Type of Study</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Main relevant results</th>
<th>Quality of evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>80 participants: mean 4 - 12 years old</td>
<td>Analysis of variance and post hoc analyses revealed a statistically significant association between video gaming and prolonged playtime in the ADHD group. The highest addiction score was in the ADHD group compared to the other group.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>214 gamers from the United Arab Emirates; 18 - 33 years old</td>
<td>Impulsivity and inattention are highly associated with the increased likelihood of engagement in behaviors indicative of IGD.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>Longitudinal, using repeated clinical interviews</td>
<td>702 Norwegian participants; 10, 12, and 14 years old</td>
<td>No association exists between IGD and psychopathology except when IGD symptoms increase in these age groups. It is associated with reduced anxiety symptoms. The occurrence of these two issues is attributed to underlying risk factors.</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>Prospective cohort study with 2-year follow study</td>
<td>2319 South Korean participants in 3rd, 4th, and 7th grade</td>
<td>Risk factors of incidence of high risk for IGD (HIGD) include ADHD symptoms with adjusted relative risks (aRRs) of 2.53 (p &lt; .05). Predictors of persistence of HIGD were ADHD symptoms (aRRs = 2.14, p &lt; .05).</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>1509 volunteer university students in Ankara</td>
<td>ADHD is associated with IGD symptom severity, depression, and aggression, particularly physical aggression, anger, and hostility dimensions of aggression in the analyses of covariance.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>Cross-lagged panel design</td>
<td>T1: female = 593, male = 556; adolescent age 12.99 years at T1 and 13.89 years at T2</td>
<td>A higher hyperactivity or inattention level is a predictive factor for developing IGD after one year.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>164 Australian (mean age 23.0) 457 US-North Americans (mean age 25.25)</td>
<td>The US sample reported more ADHD symptoms than the Australian sample for inattention and hyperactivity-impulsivity. Both hyperactivity and inattention are associated with a higher IGD risk among emergent adults and massively multiplayer online gamers, independent of the country of origin.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>Comprehensive Review</td>
<td>21 cross-sectional and three prospective designs; most research was in Europe</td>
<td>The study reviewed eight studies after 2010. The majority were cross-sectional (five), two were case controls, and only one was longitudinal. A full association between IGD and ADHD and hyperactivity symptoms was reported in seven studies. One found no association.</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>Longitudinal study</td>
<td>5,067 Swiss men (mean age 20 at Wave 1 and 25 at Wave 3)</td>
<td>Both gaming disorder and ADHD have a significant bidirectional longitudinal association. Participants with a gaming disorder at Wave 1 were more likely to exhibit ADHD at Wave 3 and vice versa. A gaming disorder at Wave 1 was more likely to persist to Wave 3 for participants with ADHD. However, a gaming disorder at Wave 1 was associated with new onsets of ADHD in a wave (OR = 1.63). ADHD was not more persistent in Wave 3 in participants with gaming disorder and ADHD at Wave 1 (OR = 0.92).</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>Cross-sectional diagnostic interview</td>
<td>87 individuals with IGD and 87 controls without a history of IGD</td>
<td>A significant association exists between IGD and adult ADHD (OR = 13.51, 95% CI[4.49, 40.64]). The severity of IGD increased in young adults with both ADHD and IGD. Impulsivity and hostility also mediated the association between ADHD and IGD.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>Cross-sectional design</td>
<td>Community sample 1868 adolescents (1034 girls) 12–16 years old</td>
<td>No significant sex difference exists in ADHD symptoms. In the community sample, problematic gamers had more psychiatric symptoms than nonproblematic gamers (Z = -.561, p = .001). In the community sample, 21.3% of problematic gamers had symptoms of ADHD vs. 42.3% in the clinical sample (p = .019), and 21.3% vs. 61.5% had depressive symptoms (p = .001). Adolescents with ADHD and depression symptoms had 2.4 times the probability of problematic gaming. Those with ADHD and depressive symptoms had a lower degree of problematic gaming than those with ADHD symptoms but no depressive symptoms.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>Cross-sectional design</td>
<td>Clinical sample Consecutive sample of 242 adolescents (169 girls) 12–18 years old. Adolescents from Västmanland, Sweden, and their parents were included in a prospective cohort study (SALVe cohort).</td>
<td>No statistically significant associations exist between IGD and the (male) gender of the adolescent and hyperactivity or inattention.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>Cross-sectional survey</td>
<td>23,533 Norwegian participants; a mean of 35.8 years old</td>
<td>The regression analysis of ADHD, OCD, anxiety, and depression explains 6.6% of the variance in addictive video game use (R² = .066). The standardized regression coefficient of ADHD (β = 0.176) was positively associated with video game addiction.</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and the severity of internet gaming disorder

According to some studies, the severity of IGD symptoms increases with ADHD, such as a study conducted in Norway on 702 children and adolescents. The study reported that the increase in the severity of IGD is associated with an increase in the symptoms of ADHD \( r = .23, p = .028 \) [23]. A cross-sectional online survey in Ankara on 1,509 male and female university students indicated that 987 of the participants played video games and were assessed for IGD [25]. The statistically significant results based on an analysis of covariance revealed that ADHD, aggression (including physical), anger, hostility, and depression are all probable predictors of IGD symptom severity [25]. Finally, one of the studies stated that the combined group with ADHD and IGD had a higher severity of IGD and a higher score of impulsivity and hostility [27].

Conclusion

This review reviewed 13 published articles related to the association between ADHD and IGD. Most articles reported cross-sectional studies, whereas only three were longitudinal and one was a comprehensive review. The studies were conducted in different countries, with only one study conducted in the Middle East, in UAE. The tools to assess IGD varied between studies, such as the IGDS-9, Internet Gaming Disorder Interview, Internet Game Use-Elicited Symptom Screen, gaming addiction scale, and GAIT, but most used IGDS-9. Regarding the ADHD assessment tools, most studies used the adult ADHD self-reported scale.

In conclusion, the reviewed studies demonstrate that ADHD is a predictive factor for the development and persistence of IGD and affects the IGD symptom severity. This association between ADHD and IGD could be bidirectional or one-sided, which requires more research, especially longitudinal studies. However, both ADHD and IGD negatively influence an individual’s life because these disorders affect mental health, school and work performance, and life satisfaction.

Limitations

Most studies are cross-sectional, which does not the exact direction of the association between both variables. In addition, the presence of different concepts for the same issue makes the search more difficult and could lead to unintentionally excluding some studies during the database search. Moreover, different IGD assessment tools may affect the result accuracy and make it difficult to compare studies. The only study in a Middle Eastern country was in UAE, and finally, most studies were performed at ages over 10 years old.

Recommendations

Good strategies and screening programs are needed for IGD, especially for patients with ADHD. However, more research is still needed to fill in the knowledge gaps for this issue.
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